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The Lobster Trap
The Lobster Trap – An invitation for an artist-led group to take over the OSR Project Space and produce new work that 
develops their practice and explores innovative approaches to participation and audience engagement. This opportunity 
will provide a supportive environment for a selected UK based collective to develop an exhibition or durational series of 
events that will take place at OSR Project Space during April/May 2016.

Background

OSR Projects 
OSR Projects artist-led projects that place people at the centre of artistic activity.

Public involvement, conversation and the sharing of ideas are part of the natural vocabulary of OSR Projects. The work we 
do from the OSR Project Space in West Coker and further afield, crossing cultures, is a conversation starter; it engages 
people through its processes of thinking and making, as well as seeking out new and unexpected ways to have impact.

Since 2011 OSR Projects have involved over 100 artists, writers, curators and cultural producers, delivering a programme of 
artist-led exhibitions and events that have provided a platform for contemporary visual art in rural Somerset and beyond. 
Previous projects have included exhibitions and events by practitioners at all stages of their careers; from emerging artists 
and collectives to established internationally exhibiting artists and curators.

With a mission to ‘connect people through contemporary art’ we have become instrumental in delivering diverse and 
challenging art-led projects that place people at the centre of artistic activity through different forms of participation.

 
BRG collective in The Lobster Trap 
BRG Collective’s 2013 occupation of the OSR Project Space explored the hypothetical notion of what it would be like for 
this geographically dispersed artist group to share a collective studio. Using props in the form of tables and display 
panels, alongside instructional posters and a seemingly random collection of objects amassed from previous projects, 
BRG Collective explored how the space becomes a stage for active participation, with visitors taking a leading role. With 
an aesthetic that mimics the type of community consultation events taking place in village halls across the country the 
collective, rather than presenting drawings of proposed urban developments or plans demonstrating the benefits of 
hydraulic fracking, use their props as creative triggers for an on-going investigation into notions of collaboration. 
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Project Brief 
Harnessing the creative energy of current artist-led activity in the UK we are looking to provide an opportunity for 
creative practitioners to produce an ambitious exhibition/event that advances their work and connects with new 
audiences.

The main activity will take place at the OSR Project Space in the rural village of West Coker, Somerset, with additional 
events and interventions taking place in the public realm and with other host organisations and groups where appropriate.

In corporate finance the ‘lobster trap’ is terminology for an anti-takeover strategy derived from the fact that these traps 
are designed to catch large lobsters but allow small lobsters to escape. By taking over the project space the selected 
group are in turn captured, and become part of OSR Projects collective history.

Selection Criteria 
Our definition of artist-led groups is very broad and we are happy to accept applications from new and established 
groups, collectives and individuals that have come together to explore a particular issue or idea. 

Although we encourage applicants to consider the social, political and geographic context of the project space and its 
broader cultural significance, we are really interested in great ideas, and how those ideas facilitate meaningful 
participation. 

Groups will be selected on the following: 
• Clarity of ideas within the expression of interest 
• Vision and scope of previous work 
• Approach to creative collaboration, participation and audience development

Project Time line 
• Deadline for expressions of interest    15 January 2016 
• Selection      21 January 2016 
• Exhibition/Event      15 April - 8 June TBC   

Budget and Fees 
The overall fee for this commission is £2,000 (to include fees travel, materials, expenses and all other costs.)

Submission Requirements 
• Expression of interest: should include information about your practice and your approach to this commission in digital 
format. (Up to 500 words) 
• Name and Contact details of one practitioner that will be the main contact 
• CV’s, no longer than two sides of A4 
• Up to 5 images. 
• Supporting Materials should be in digital format in one of the following formats:

Images - tiff, eps, bmp, jpg, gif (maximum of 5 images) 
Video - mov, avi, mp4 (no longer than 3 mins) 
Sound - mp3, wav, aiff 
Other - html, txt, pdf, doc, docx

Please send submissions with the header The Lobster Trap via email to simon@simonleedicker.co.uk please ensure files do 
not exceed 5MB in total. Supporting materials will not be returned.

Selection Panel 
Simon Lee Dicker – Artist/OSR Projects  
Jason Pinder – Artist/BRG Collective 
Vickie Fear - Programme Co-ordinator - Plymouth Arts Centre

Deadline for Applications  
Applications must be received by 12 Noon on 15 January 2016. Unfortunately we are unable to accept late or incomplete 
applications.
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